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ABSTRACT 

Legal rights and access to justice can be a two-edged sword, simultaneously empowering and 

disempowering their intended beneficiaries.  Consequently, socially marginalized people may come 

to view the law as alien, hostile, and threatening to basic cultural values.  Such was the case among 

injury victims in Northern Thailand interviewed in a study of legal consciousness among ordinary 

people who suffered disability, misfortune, and injustice.  A similar strong ambivalence toward the 

law is evident among the “red shirt” political faction at the national level in Thailand, a large populist 

group based primarily in the northern and northeastern regions.  At both the local and national 

levels, these citizens of Lanna and Isaan retain strong attachments to a traditional legal culture that 

was forcibly displaced when Bangkok imposed its European-style legal system a century ago.  

These two competing concepts of justice remain unresolved—to embrace one is to reject the other.  

This paper draws parallels between research on legal consciousness at the individual level and the 

dilemma of law and empowerment now playing out on the national stage in Thailand.  
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